CLARITY
We see your vision through.

Tate Access Floors; Jessup, MD

Go from mundane to iconic.
Elegant, classic and timeless, Clarity glass office fronts beautifully complement any environment. More than just a
frameless glass wall, Clarity seamlessly integrates with base building architecture and interior walls of any type,
configuration or finish. Truly frameless in every aspect—including the door frame—no other glass wall system can
compare to Clarity. Free from unsightly frame members, these stunning glass office fronts offer the splendor of
uninterrupted glass. And with our boundless design options, it’s easy to create statement-making workspaces that
deliver chic, luxurious style.

Clarity glass office fronts create inviting spaces filled with light, transparency and clean details.
Featuring a minimal base track, a virtually endless span capability and our new Control Close door system,
Clarity brings an air of sophistication to any environment. Unparalleled beauty combined with a practicality make
Clarity glass office fronts the obvious choice for incomparable design freedom.
•F
 rameless design offers stunning detail and classic beauty
•E
 ndless design options allow for custom solutions to suit client needs and preferences
•S
 implified glazing with flexible, ultra-clear gaskets. No messy silicone needed
• Innovative engineering, high quality components, environmentally-friendly elements and unparalleled durability

Clarity Control Close
Clarity’s glass walls with sliding
doors create sleek, elegant fronts
with uninterrupted sightlines.
They offer the perfect solution
wherever space is limited.
Our state-of-the-art overlapping
sliding door system dramatically
reduces sound transmission,
while our innovative Control
Close mechanism guards against
banging. Clarity’s unique guide
stop assists with easy closing
and eliminates annoying wobbles.

MetLife; Cary, NC; STUDIOS

Sliding Door Control-Close

Adjustable Anti-Jump Cars

Floor-Mounted Door Guide/Stop

Slows door speed as it opens and
closes, preventing glass door slam
damage.

Allows door height adjustment to
compensate for uneven floors. Sliding
cars lock into top track to prevent
glass doors from jumping off track.

Guide/Stop provides a positive close
to allow for precise locking handle
alignment and damage from attempting to push the door open.

Overlapping Sliding Door

Minimal Two-Piece Base

Tape Joints & Hook Lock Gaskets

Reduces sound transmission and
eliminates the need for unsightly
seals.

New low-profile design maximizes
height adjustment and allows easy
shim access.

Dry gaskets lock into tracks with
opposing “fish hooks” on tracks
and gaskets. This eliminates the
possibility of gaskets dislodging.

Pivot Doors
Offering premium functionality
and self-closing mechanisms
for added safety, frameless glass
pivot doors by Nello are a
beautiful way to create a clean,
open appearance for any space.
Completely frameless, there’s
nothing to see but chic, upscale
style. Now you can also mix
our trendy glass walls with
warm wood doors, creating an
interesting look for both modern
and traditional décors.

Tate Access Floors; Jessup, MD

Non-Locking Ladder Pull Handle 60” Locking Ladder Pull Handle

ADA-Compliant Handle

Our handsome brushed steel pull
handle is available in a wide range of
colors, stles and sizes ranging from
24” to 72”.

Our lockable pull handles are available
in floor and ceiling models. Interchangeable lock cores can be specific
to fit any building key system.

Our accessible hardware includes
ADA-compliant locking handles with
10” floor clearance for pivot doors.

Pivot Door Locking Lever Handle

Custom Pull Handle

Pilaster

Frameless pivot doors offer a secure
traditional lever lock by mounting lever and strike components in the door
and adjacent glass panel.

Let us bring your design to life.
Our custom handles are available in
leather, rectangular shapes,
oversized pulls and many others.

Our high-quality aluminum pilaster
offers easy mounting of electronic
device readers.

CB Richard Ellis

CB Richard Ellis - Baltimore, MD

CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) is the world’s
premier real estate services company.
When CBRE’s Baltimore location needed
renovations, the project architects,
Gensler, wanted a contemporary and
elegant frameless glass system to
complement the upscale new office
space they envisioned. The design team
found Nello’s Clarity glass office fronts
to be the ideal solution. Nello provided
numerous offices and conference rooms
for CB Richard Ellis’ Baltimore location.

MetLife

MetLife Headquarters - New York, NY;
Cary, NC; Hanover, NJ

MetLife, Inc.’s world headquarters,
the MetLife Building, is a 59-story
skyscraper located at 200 Park
Avenue in midtown Manhattan, New
York City. Nello’s Clarity frameless
glass wall system was selected to
meet the architect’s rigorous renovation requirements. The minimalist
system allowed for the creation of
a sophisticated yet flexible environment that could readily adapt to a
changing organization.

MAKE Offices – Metro DC; Chicago, IL;
Philadelphia, PA.

MAKE Offices

Sunoco

Sunoco Headquarters — Philadelphia, PA

MAKE Offices is a leader in the turnkey
co-working space sector, offering a
vibrant community setting balanced
with just the right amount of privacy.
Boasting a sleek, modern vibe, MAKE
Offices sought a sophisticated yet
contemporary solution for their glass
office fronts and conference areas.
They found Clarity by Nello to provide
the perfect blend of beauty, durability
and minimalistic good looks.

Sunoco is renowned for its diversified portfolio of energy assets. When
the company’s headquarters were
relocated to the Philadelphia suburbs,
the project architects were in search
of design components that were
both functional and attractive. Clarity
glass office fronts were incorporated throughout the new design. Over
3,000 linear feet of interior glass walls
provide a sleek, upscale ambience
and abundant natural light.
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